
        

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

SGX-listed Karin Tech’s subsidiary, Karltec, appointed as 

value-added reseller in China by IT Giant Oracle 
 

Singapore, 21 December 2010 – Singapore Exchange (“SGX”) Mainboard-listed Karin Technology 

Holdings Limited (“Karin” or together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”), a leading electronic 

components and IT solutions distributor and outsourcing service provider based in Hong Kong, 

announced today that its 75% owned China-based subsidiary, Karltec Information System 

(Shenzhen) Company Limited (“Karltec”), has been appointed by Oracle Corporation (NASDAQ: 

ORCL) (“Oracle”) as a value-added reseller.   

This appointment marks a major step forward for the Group’s IT Outsourcing business as it entitles 

Karltec to resell Oracle’s complete suite of technology products to the People’s Republic of China 

(“PRC”), a market that, the Group believes, holds strong growth potential.   

Karltec comes in as a “Gold Partner” on the Oracle Partner Network (“OPN”), a platform developed 

by Oracle to help members deliver Oracle’s innovative and quality solutions to a broad customer 

base. 

Members of OPN are divided into four tiers – Silver, Gold, Platinum and Diamond.  Each partner level 

is entitled to different benefits as well as sales and marketing support.  As an Oracle Gold Partner, 

the benefits that Karltec will enjoy include telephone-based partner management support, access to 

partner-specific education through Guided Learning Paths available in the Competency Centre, 

professional assistance in the development of joint customer success stories, partner discounts for 

reselling Oracle programs and services, discounts on Oracle programs licensed for internal use and 

eligibility for Oracle’s Multi-Vendor Support Program. 

Commenting on Karltec’s appointment, Executive Chairman of Karin, Mr Philip Ng said, “Being 

appointed by Oracle as a reseller is a major step forward in our plans to grow Karltec’s IT outsourcing 

business in PRC where the segment is rapidly expanding.  The support and tools we have at our 

disposal as an Oracle Gold Partner will help us invaluably in providing world-class IT services and 

solutions to our customers, and in the process, dynamically expand our IT Outsourcing business in 

PRC.” 
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Karltec has already formulated plans to grow its foothold in PRC as an Oracle Gold Partner by 

focusing on key solutions, namely the Oracle Database, the Oracle E-Business Suite (“EBS”) and 

PeopleSoft applications.    

Mr Ng elaborated, “The Oracle Database, being synergistic to our current offerings, will help to 

complement our skill sets on the Unix, Linux, and AS400 platforms.  As for the EBS and PeopleSoft 

applications, they will enhance our IT outsourcing unit’s testing and development capabilities. With 

these, we would be able to target clients in the banking sector, insurance sector as well as large 

enterprises in PRC. Another key benefit of our Gold Partner status is that Karltec is now able to 

recruit and train technical experts on Oracle products for our outsourcing business, and ultimately 

enhance our capabilities to offer one-stop total solution and services to our end customers.” 

Prior to Karltec’s appointment as an Oracle Gold Partner, the Group, through another of its 

subsidiary, Kepro Solutions Ltd., is already a reseller (Oracle Platinum Partner) of Oracle solutions in 

Hong Kong.  

Listed on NASDAQ, Oracle is the world’s most complete, open, and integrated business software and 

hardware systems provider. Oracle is considered to be the world's leading supplier of information 

management software and the world's second largest independent software company. Its database 

technology and applications are deemed the gold standard for many enterprises throughout the 

world. 

 

### 

 

About Karin Technology Holdings Limited 

 

Listed on the Mainboard of the Singapore Exchange since 2005, Karin is a leading electronic components and IT 

solutions distributor and services provider in Hong Kong and the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”). 

Established in 1977, Karin has been principally engaged in the electric components and computer distribution 

business for various segments of the electronics industry, including the communications, computer, electrical 

appliances and utility segments. Karin expanded its business to include the provision of outsourcing services 

such as IC application design solutions and data storage management solutions, riding on the increasing 

demand for IC software application solutions in the 1990s and IT storage solutions in 2000s respectively. 

 

In 2007, Karin acquired IMI Kabel Pte Ltd, a Singapore based distributor of a full range of cable products, 

including data control cables, connectors, power voltage cables, connectively cable products, accessories and 

equipment for various applications for a variety of industries ranging from industrial automation to port and 

shipyard, offshore oilfields and petrochemical facilities. 

 

For more information, please visit: http://www.karingroup.com/eng/global/home.php 
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